Transfer limits for online and mobile banking
On this page you will find the valid limits for transactions made via Home’Bank, Business’Bank and ING
Smart Banking for smartphone and for tablet.

Between your ING accounts
You can transfer the amount of your choice between your own ING accounts. There is no limit, except the balance available on
your account.

To other accounts
There are standard daily limits that apply to transfers you make both to saved beneficiaries and other accounts. These
standard daily limits vary according to your age.

You are 18 or over
The standard daily limit is:
• 25,000 euros* (Home’Bank customers)
• 125,000 euros** (Business’Bank customers).
As well as the standard daily limits for Home’Bank and Business’Bank, additional limits also apply for transfer made via our
mobile apps for smartphone and tablet.

Transfers to your saved
beneficiaries

Transfers to other accounts

ING Smart Banking for smartphone

€2,500/day (Home’Bank profile)
€5,000/day (Business’Bank profile)

€750/day (Home’Bank profile)
€1,500/day (Business’Bank profile)

ING Smart Banking for tablet

€2,500/day (Home’Bank profile)
€5,000/day (Business’Bank profile)

€750/day (Home’Bank profile)
€1,500/day (Business’Bank profile)

Transfer: this concerns sending money in euros (SEPA), standing orders in euros (SEPA) and international transfers made in
euros or foreign currencies.
* The default limit can be increased up to a maximum of 250,000 euros per day, via an ING branch.
** The default limit can be increased up to a maximum of 1,000,000 euros per day, via an ING branch.

Note: all limits listed here apply to transfers that require only 1 signature to execute them.

You are aged 16 to 17
The standard daily limit is:
• 500 euros* (Home’Bank customers)
• 500 euros** (Business’Bank customers).
Transfer: this concerns sending money in euros (SEPA), standing orders in euros (SEPA) and international transfers made in euros
or foreign currencies.
* The legal representative of the minor can request via an ING branch to increase the standard limit up to a maximum of 250,000 euros per day.
** The legal representative of the minor can request via an ING branch to increase the standard limit up to a maximum of 1,000,000 euros per day.

Note: all limits listed here apply to transfers that require only 1 signature to execute them.

You are aged 12 to 15
The standard daily limit stands at 50 euros*.
Transfer: this concerns sending money in euros (SEPA), standing orders in euros (SEPA) and international transfers made in euros
or foreign currencies.
* The legal representative of the minor can request via an ING branch to increase the standard limit up to a maximum of 250,000 euros per day.

Note: all limits listed here apply to transfers that require only 1 signature to execute them.

Limits for transactions via Self’Bank
On this page you will find the valid limits for sending money in euros (SEPA), cash withdrawals in euros
and cash deposits via Self’Bank. The limits are different per age group.

You are 18 or over
Money transfers

Cash withdrawals

Cash deposits

Self’Bank by default

€5,000/7 days

€650/day
€2,500/7 days

No limit**

Self’Bank on request*

Max. €10,000/7 days

Max. €10,000/7 days

Not applicable

Money transfers via Self’Bank: this concerns sending money in euros (SEPA).
7 days: this concerns the recurrent period you have to use your transfer limit, e.g. from Tuesday to Tuesday.
Temporary: this concerns the temporary increase of your limit during 1 to 7 days.
* This limit may be permanently or temporarily increased at your request with a maximum of 10,000 euros via an ING branch.
** Except for a limit of 120 banknotes per deposit.

You are aged 16 to 17
Money transfers

Cash withdrawals

Cash deposits

Self’Bank by default

€500/7 days

€125/day
€125/7 days

No limit**

Self’Bank on request*

Not applicable

Max. €250/7 days (permanent)
Max. €500/7 days (temporary)

Not applicable

Money transfers via Self’Bank: this concerns sending money in euros (SEPA).
7 days: this concerns the recurrent period you have to use your transfer limit, e.g. from Tuesday to Tuesday.
Temporary: this concerns the temporary increase of your limit during 1 to 7 days.
* The legal representative of the minor can request in an ING branch an increase of the standard limit permanently or temporarily (1 to 7 days) with the
indicated maximum amount per day.
** Except for a limit of 120 banknotes per deposit.

You are aged 12 to 15
Money transfers

Cash withdrawals

Cash deposits

Self’Bank by default

€50/7 days

€50/day
€50/7 days

No limit**

Self’Bank on request*

Not applicable

Max. € 125/7 dagen (permanent) Not applicable
Max. € 250/7 dagen (tijdelijk)

Money transfers via Self’Bank: this concerns sending money I euros (SEPA).
7 days: this concerns the recurrent period you have to use your transfer limit, e.g. from Tuesday to Tuesday.
Temporary: this concerns the temporary increase of your limit during 1 to 7 days.
* The legal representative of the minor can request in an ING branch an increase of the standard limit permanently or temporarily (1 to 7 days) with the
indicated maximum amount per day.
** Except for a limit of 120 banknotes per deposit.

Limits for transactions with a debit card
On this page you will find the valid limits for transactions with our debit cards in shops and online. The
limits are different per age group.

You are 18 or over
Bancontact/Mister Cash and Maestro
Debit cards by default

€5,000/week

Debit cards on request*

Max. €5,000 (temporary)

* This default limit may be temporarily increased at your request with a maximum of 5,000 euros via an ING branch.

You are aged 16 to 17
Bancontact/Mister Cash and Maestro
Debit cards by default

€500/week

Debit cards on request*

Max. €1,000 (permanent)
€2,500 (temporary)

* The legal representative of the minor can request in an ING branch an increase of the standard limit temporarily (1 to 7 days) or permanently with the
indicated maximum amount.

You are aged 12 to 15
Bancontact/Mister Cash and Maestro
Debit cards by default

€50/week

Debit cards on request*

Max. €125 (permanent)
Max. €250 (temporary)

* The legal representative of the minor can request in an ING branch an increase of the standard limit temporarily (1 to 7 days) or permanently with the
indicated maximum amount.
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